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Wine & Beer tells the story of childhood friends Brian and Vic who, 

after spending some time apart, deal with the tensions of sexual orientation 

after they attempt to renew their friendship. At the beginning it seems that 

Vic’s sexuality will not be a problem, but after the two friends hang out in a 

local bar, Brian realizes his hometown is not as tolerant as he is. The couple 

is faced with family and social concerns, which goes from the argumentative 

to the violent. As the main characters try to mingle with the conservative 

town, they soon find themselves looked upon by a small town resistant to 

change. This 35-minute film explores homophobia and violence in small town 

USA. 
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PURPOSE 

At the turn of the new century, America is submerged once again in a 

civil rights war. This time it is not about color of skin, but color of heart. It 

seems that the fight for gay rights is getting to its peak moment, and along 

with it comes a shift in the perception and construction of gender, 

specifically in new models of masculinities. The modern man has been 

trimming down the boundary that separates him from his female 

counterpart. Mostly in urban locations, men have become more interested in 

self-image, fashion, and other activities that were usually related to women. 

Even though it can be seen as another capitalist market, the truth is that 

along with this new ideal of masculinity comes a tolerant and queer 

supportive ideology. This queer ideology is not only formed by gays, but it is 

inclusive of any gender, sexual orientation, race, age, and religion who 

stands for an anti assimilationist society. The new man is one of the 

heterosexual components of the queer community. 

Wine & Beer is just another chapter in queer narrative history, a 

celebration of manhood, and a reaffirmation of filmmaking as an agent of 

social change. This is how differentiates from preceding films and finds its 

unique voice. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 

On Queer Nation and the Straight Queer 

The straight queer is not an oxymoron. The social category of 

straightness does not negate queerness. Recent discussions of the queer 

community had brought light on the amplitude and reach of this social 

movement/group. First, it needs to be established that queer is not the 

same as gay, lesbian, bisexual, butch, transsexual, or any other gender 

construction within the homosexual sphere. Queer is a word that gathers up 

all categories into one identity. It is a “flexible space for the expression of all 

aspects of non- (anti-, contra-) straight cultural production and reception” 

(Doty 73).  But that does not means it is one voice. Alexander Doty, Lisa 

Duggan, Louise Sloan, and Jeffrey Escoffier have all made clear the diversity 

of opinions and approaches within the queer community. People from 

different races, economic status, sexual preferences, religions, or political 

tendencies are gathering up under what Louise Sloan calls the “oxymoronic 

community of difference” (Duggan 9). Alexander Doty in “Something Queer 

Here” demonstrates the wide range of queer thinking by disrupting the 

hetero-homo binary in terms of media audiences. Acknowledging that 

essentialist statements about established audience categories could lead to 

“critical blindness”, he proposes queer readings instead of queer audience. If 

it is established that audiences are “fragmented, polymorphous, nomadic 

and contradictory”, then there is no reason why the queer audiences should 
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not be too. Therefore, the shifting nature of the queer audience, as well as 

its heterogeneity, creates difficulties in constructing rational generalizations 

about it. Instead of making categories out of demographical information, 

Doty categorizes by reactions and responses to certain media. It is not about 

who is reading, but how is been read. Therefore, queer readings are not 

bound to the homosexual identity. People from different class, race, and 

sexual preference can experience “queer moments”.  As for the 

heterosexuals, they should “examine and express these moments as queer, 

not as moments of ‘homosexual panic’”(72). 

In a more theoretical realm, the use of queer theory for straight 

purposes has triggered an interesting debate. Most of this discussion is 

related to the idea that queer theory has lost its novelty and it has began, in 

recent years, a process of “institutional domestication…” a “normalizing [of] 

the queer [that] it would be its sad finish.”(J. Butler in Thomas 1). Calvin 

Thomas, editor of Straight with a Twist, suggests that the mere appearance 

of this collection of essays – all which use queer theory while commenting on 

straightness – reflects how “the queer” has begun to cool down. The 

problem, Calvin exposes, is that a straight perspective on queer issues could 

be taken as a “confiscation or seizure of concepts” that could inject some 

kind of anxiety for the straight. Rather, Thomas establishes a clear 

distinction between appropriation and proliferation. “The difference about 

appropriation and proliferation is that first steals and harms; the second 
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helps heal breaches of knowledge” (3). Therefore, the emergence of the 

straight queer should not be seen as a effort to normalize queer thinking and 

mass market its ideas. On the contrary it is a progressive questioning; a sign 

that queerness is definitely not a battle against heterosexuality but against 

the normative. 

 

On Masculinity, Friendship, and Homophobia 

The cultural questioning of male sexuality, consequently the 

association of homosexuality with intimate male friendships, is a fairly new 

issue. Historically, the idea of intimate friendship between men included 

characteristics of loyalty, chivalry, and heroism. “Manly love…was a central 

part of the definition of masculinity” (Nardi 3). From ancient Greece to 

medieval Europe, male relations enjoyed a closeness, both physical and 

emotional, that could be perceived as homosexual by modern society. It was 

not until late in the nineteenth century that homosexual anxiety crept into 

American society, affecting how men friendships where developed and 

nurtured (Nardi, Katz). Peter Nardi quotes A. Rotundo’s analysis of middle 

class males in America in the nineteenth century arguing that middle-class 

American society did not have yet terms for homosexuality, so a “man who 

wishes to kiss or embrace an intimate friend male friend in bed did not have 

to worry about giving way to homosexual impulses” since there was no 

assumption of homosexuality (3). Ned Katz in “The Heterosexual Comes 
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Out” presents a history of the heterosexual identity; one that probably is not 

part of today’s hegemonic perception of it. Katz explains how what we know 

today as a heterosexual, was not as distant from the homosexual identity at 

the end of the nineteenth century. The heterosexual and the homosexual 

were both abnormalities of sexual vice. It was only during the first half of 

the twentieth century that the hetero was sanctified and distanced from the 

homo as a “sexual solid citizen”, while the other remained the “perverted 

unstable alien” (112). This alternative history brings the hetero-homo binary 

closer together, establishing that in the end we are all descendants of the 

same “depraved” identity. 

 Both Nardi and Katz offer different explanations for this polarity 

between the homo and the hetero at this time in history. All of them 

emphasize the close relation between social structures and the construction 

of sexuality and gender roles. One of these explanations is labor division. 

“Hegemonic masculinity closely involved defining labor as either ‘men’s 

work’ or ‘women’s work’, thus resulting in a tension between gender order 

and class order” (Nardi 8). By women entering the public sphere of work, 

new definitions of femininity emerged, causing a restructuring of masculinity 

as well. It is this process of differentiation (this time from women, but later 

on from other men in gay liberation movements) that keeps masculinity 

evolving – in order to maintain men’s dominating ideology, of course. 
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Today we are faced with a hegemonic model of masculinity that limits 

the discussion of intimate friendships. Since femininity has been popularly 

known as intimate, emotional, and nurturing, then by contrast these 

characteristics should be weakening and avoidable for men. On the contrary 

men today tend to maintain bonds based on activities they do together as 

oppose to similar feelings or thoughts about X factor. “’Face to face’ 

characterizes woman’s friendship patterns, while ‘side by side’ describes 

men’s” (Nardi 5). But, why do men not long for intimate bonds and a space 

to discuss their insecurities and most personal feelings? Victor Seidler in 

“Rejection, Vulnerability, and Friendship” offers some insight to the male 

psyche that can explain this lack of expressiveness and intimacy in male 

friendships. He explains that it is not that men are cold-hearted beings, 

resistant to emotional openness, but that fear of rejection and vulnerability 

keeps them from welcoming these personal exchanges. The mythical ideal of 

“men in control” could be affected by the acceptance of feelings of loneliness 

and need. Whenever they do look for someone to talk about their feelings, 

men mostly rely on woman. Feelings of competition and envy between male 

accomplishments explain this phenomenon as comparisons with equals 

(men) could end up in disappointment with our own accomplishments or the 

lack of them. “We only know that we are doing well if we can be convinced 

that we are doing better than others” (19). Men feel they might be judged 

by their peers and seen as a lesser man. Therefore opening up to a woman – 
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who is not seen as an equal – erases the competitive potential of the 

exchange. 

 This compulsive comparison and striving to be “the best man I can 

be”, pushes men to reject any characteristic or activity that might lower his 

status as a ‘‘true man’’. Here lies the root of homophobia. “Homophobia is 

the fear that other men will unmask us, emasculate us, reveal to us and the 

world that we do not measure up, that we are not real men” (Kimmel 131). 

The gay person becomes secondary; the threat is not physical or sociological 

since men still have a feeling of greater value and remain at the top of the 

food chain.  The humiliation happens whenever gayness is related directly to 

the subject. It is then that the hetero balance needs to be reestablished by 

any means possible. Silence is a very frequent way of letting masculinity 

balance itself. It is what “keep[s] people believing that we actually approve 

of the things that are done to women, to minorities, to gays and lesbians in 

our culture” (Kimmel 131). Whenever a person permits sexist insults, jokes, 

or comments, homophobia manifests itself in the most common way. The 

willingness to defend or stand up for a gay person is restrained by a more 

powerful shame of association with queerness. Sometimes the fear of being 

labeled is so strong that men rely on violence to vindicate their manhood. 

Violence seems the appropriate tool to use since it “is often the single most 

evident marker of manhood” (Kimmel 132). 
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 It is evident how the social construct has affected the always-evolving 

definition of masculinity. Once the perception of what is to be a woman 

changes, men counteract by rearranging their values. As men keep trying to 

maintain their powerful status in society, the preferred way of defining the 

self has been by ways of opposition. Men are what women (and ultimately 

gays) are not. Once the model is established – men are NOT sissies, 

emotional, or caring – then this hegemonic model of masculinity will be 

reaffirmed over and over again by whatever means possible. 
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STYLE AND APPROACH 

 Less is more. This is an idea that fits filmmaking 99 per cent of the 

time. In many ways Wine & Beer was written with this thought in mind. Time 

wise, the screenplay follows a simple storyline: the characters are introduced 

(Vic and Brian start the rebuilding process), the problem emerges (Brian 

gets pressured by family and friends) and an intra-personal resolution is 

achieved (Brian decides to stand up for Vic). In order to make Wine & Beer 

the best film it can be, there will be some play with traditional storytelling 

conventions, both in screenwriting and cinematography. 

 

Story 

For this story to be successfully told, it is not only about how well 

developed the plot and characters are, but it is also about how the story is 

told. One way I have found to make Wine & Beer a more compelling film and 

enhance the viewer’s experience is by playing with storytelling expectations. 

First, the story could be broken into two acts: “rebuilding a friendship” and 

“a gay in town”. No mention of Vic’s sexual preference is mention or inferred 

during the first half of the film. It is not until Vic visits Brian at the bar, when 

the main issue of the story is revealed. The story up until that point is about 

two high school buddies who are trying to put into practice a long-distance 

friendship that was kept while spending some time apart. This is made 

because of two reasons (one more traditional than the others). One is simply 
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because a solid plot point is needed to go from act I into act II. The other 

reason is because I do not want to influence the viewer’s opinion of Vic and 

his friendship with Brian, by adding such a divisive subject as sexual 

preference. It is their close bond and revealing that Vic is gay early on would 

be like adding a response filter to some members of the audience. 

 The most obvious and relevant play with expectations come in the 

beginning and final sequence. The opening scene at the bar, the audience 

will see a mug of beer flying in the air along with the certainty that it will hit 

someone. Also, Brian’s remorseful voice-over adds to the feeling of 

unavoidable doom, mostly when he says: “Fuck, it’s all downhill from here.” 

The audience already has visual proof that a mug will hit someone, so when 

the mug reappears in Charlie’s hand in the final sequence, along with Vic’s 

dangerous situation with Michael, the rational conclusion of Vic’s unavoidable 

doom will come to mind. This misconception of the events to come will be 

extended as long as possible, making the reveal of the second mug (Brian’s) 

all more emotionally satisfying. 

One last element of the story that will be intentionally manipulated is 

the open-ended resolution of the story. In the middle of the gay civil rights 

movement, where history is yet to be written in the United States’ 

Courtrooms, I feel Wine & Beer cannot have a clear “classical” resolution of 

the conflict. It is impossible for the film, if it wants to reach its proactive 

goals, to show any victor in the final bar brawl at the end of the story. At the 
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exact moment where all is put on the line, where all chances are taken, and 

a small bar fight can change a whole town, it is the ideal moment for me to 

take responsibility for the issues being debated and step back from the 

story. Brian and Vic’s story will go on, but Wine & Beer will not be the arena 

for their future to be decided. Hopefully the film will act as a trigger for the 

audience and take its place in queer cinema as a “transitional” piece, one 

that reflects a specific period of time in American history. Incitation instead 

of resolution will be prioritized. This way the film takes an honest 

metaphorical approach to the real inconclusive situation in American society. 

Ironically, the metaphorical allusion between society’s historical present in 

relation to gay civil rights and the open-ended story in Wine & Beer will also 

be achieved when Brian’s intra-personal resolution takes place before the big 

fight. Brian’s character decides to stand up for his friend Vic, making this 

singular and personal resolution comparable to the personal response a 

single member of the audience might have to the issues in discussion after 

watching the film. The only resolution in the film, then, could be parallel with 

the only possible resolution in real life society: the choice of one single 

person to reevaluate their position on gay civil rights. We end up with a 

metaphor society/story that can prove itself by both offering and not offering 

a clear “classical” resolution of the conflict. 
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Cinematography 

The cinematography follows the same pattern of simplicity as the 

story, with some conventional twists. Homophobia, and ways to interpret 

different levels of it, is the conceptual base for the cinematography. Just as 

homophobia is associated with increasing fear and sexual tension, Wine & 

Beer uses camera movements, composition and montage to portray 

variations of these two elements throughout the film. Cinematography 

during act I, excluding the opening sequence, takes a more passive role. The 

camera emphasizes an outsider’s perspective with static framing and slow 

camera moves. The light and colors exude a naturalistic aesthetic, which 

combined with long takes, will leave no distractions for the viewer to follow 

the story and understand characters. For act II the camera increasingly 

becomes uneasy and the shots shorten in time. Also composition and 

montage emphasizes a more formalistic approach to storytelling. Both acts I 

and II follow simple and conventional rules of filmmaking: passive 

cinematography for straightforward “happy” times and a more hand-held 

and aggressive style to build tension. 
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AUDIENCE 

Because of the topic’s currency in the queer debate it will be of much 

interests to the gay community. Nonetheless, Wine & Beer takes up 

universal social and psychological issues that men and women between the 

ages of 16-43 can relate to. Finally this film, because of its format and 

length, can be an educational resource for colleges and universities, who 

instruct gender studies courses. Wine & Beer is an entertaining as well as a 

fresh approach to definitions of manhood. 
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PRE-PRODUCTION 

Re-Writes 

 The first draft was submitted to committee chair Ivana Slavnic by the 

end of August 2004. For the next five moths we met regularly to discuss and 

debate the screenplay. The screenplay ended up having nine different 

versions. Many storylines were completely dispatched and some were 

created as a result of those meetings. After the story felt solid in terms of 

character development and plausibility, the search for a crew was started. 

 

Crew and Locations 

After six months of a detailed and arduous rewriting process, pre-

production for Wine & Beer began. Getting a crew together was the first 

priority. After some months the creative team was made up by: 

Producer: Joshua Butler 

Director: Joel Maysonet 

Director of Photography: Sean Green 

Assistant Directors: Jami Clayman, Nefin Dinc 

Sound Mixer: Matthew Crawford 

Boom Operator: Omar Milano 

Script Supervisor: Adam Dean 

Costume Designer: Denise Workman 

 Set Designer: Melanie Goodwin 

 Key Grip: Brent Hillendahl 

Production assistants were recruited using the Texas Filmmaker’s database. 
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The filming locations for the project were: 

Bar – Cool Beans Bar & Grill 

Football Field – McMath Middle School 

Airport – Denton Municipal Airport 

Marcy’s House – Mariola Schmid’s House 

Brian’s House – Jessica Schoenbaechler’s house 

Brian’s car – Joshua Butler’s car 

Town Street/sidewalk – Denton Square 

Location agreements can be found on Appendix E. 

 

Casting 

The first attempt to cast this film was made through an open casting 

call scheduled for February 3 and 4. Promotional material was prepared and 

posted throughout campus and other acting institutions. Also, Nancy 

Johnson from The Campbell Agency in Dallas was kind enough to post our 

casting call on their web list. Unfortunately, only one actor showed up during 

the two days. Casting was a total failure that weekend, but we kept trying. 

This time our approach would be more personal, resending the casting 

information and scheduling appointments for actors to come and read the 

parts. By the second time we posted our information many emails and calls 

were received, which led to several auditions. Luckily for the project we 

auditioned many talented actors. Every reading was recorded on tape and 

we cast Russell Reynolds for the role of Michael, Scott Milligan for Charlie, 

Marc Games for Jimmy, and James Kilgore for Louis. For Brian, Vic, and 
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Marcy’s characters we called back two candidates for each role. All of them 

were extremely talented, so we auditioned them in pairs in order to find the 

chemistry between the characters in the story. After an amazing 

improvisational exercise we did with Devin Delson and Jeff Fenter it was 

clear to us that Brian and Vic were born in that exact moment. The role of 

Marcy went to Sherri Small-Truitt. 

Actor’s release documents can be found on Appendix E. 

 

Storyboards 

Because of the nature of the first and final sequence at the bar, it was 

imperative to storyboard the shots. Many components needed to be taken 

care of in detail for our shoot to be successful. Elements like fights, flying 

mugs, complicated camera angles and movements were carefully 

choreographed, for they all mingled at some point in the sequence. 

Storyboards can be found in Appendix C. 

 

Shot List and Floor Plans 

 Shot list and floor plans are found in Appendix D. 
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BUDGETARY BREAKDOWN 
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PRODUCTION 

 Wine & Beer started production on April 8, 2005 after months of 

preparation. The film schedule was orchestrated by producer Joshua Butler. 

The complete production schedule went as follows:
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         The most challenging location to schedule and to shoot in was Cool 

Beans Bar & Grill, where half of the story took place. Since this was the bar 

that was most fitting for creative purposes, the production team arranged a 

difficult but successful schedule for the cast and crew. Bar manager Anita, 

allowed us to use the location from closing time (2am) to opening time 

(11am) the next day, always supervised by a bar employee. That was how 

we were able to get an average of 44 different angles per night. 

 

Production Problems 

The rushes of the first weekend of shooting revealed a harsh truth. 

The surprise party scene was shot using the auto-iris function on the 

camera. The director of photography’s decision to use auto-iris was not 

notified to me during the shoot, and unfortunately caused the material to be 

unusable. It was at this time that Joshua Butler and I were forced to add 

another shooting day to the schedule. The surprise party was re-shot on May 

26, thanks to the patience and support of Mariola Schmid, resident of the 

location house. 

The final brawl at the bar required the assistance of fight 

choreographer Tracy Anthony. Because of personal issues, Tracy was not 

able to come to Denton and choreograph the sequence before shooting. For 

that reason we had to use a lot of scheduled shooting time on the bar to 

choreograph and rehearse the fight. As a result we immediately fell behind 
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schedule the first night at the bar, making it impossible to finish shooting 

during the scheduled weekend. Luckily, Cool Beans’ administration allowed 

us to go back on May 27, 2005 and finish the bar shoot. 

Even though there were some inconveniences during the production 

schedule, the atmosphere on the set always remained professional and 

enthusiastic. If there is something I am really proud of accomplishing during 

production is the fact that the whole cast and crew were mentally behind the 

project. All of us knew we were working on a project bigger than ourselves. 

The eight days of shooting and the more than 180 shots taken never felt like 

a burden since the Wine & Beer crew understood the social relevance of the 

film. 
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POST-PRODUCTION 

The editing of Wine & Beer was done mostly using the Avid Xpress® 

stations at the University of North Texas. Additional editing was done on a 

personal computer with Avid Xpress® and Final Cut Pro®. 

 

Sound 

 It took about one and a half weeks to sync all the footage. From the 

beginning it was decided that production sound was to be recorded 

separately from the Mini DV audio. While camera sound was still recorded as 

a backup, sound designer Matthew Crawford recorded production sound on a 

hard drive recorder, which enabled us to copy and manage the material 

faster than real time audio. Using the “clip grouping” feature on Avid, we 

were able to create files where we could choose what type of audio we 

wanted, camera sound or boom sound. When the rough cut was finished, an 

OMF file was delivered to the sound designer for him to use at his studio in 

Houston. Since the OMF file gives the sound mixer all the editing decisions 

made on the rough cut, he was able to start cleaning up the audio from the 

clips that were used. All the audio mixing and mastering was done on a Pro 

Tools LE console. 

 While no ADR was required in post-production, Brian’s voice over at 

the beginning and end of the film was recorded separately at Panhandle 

Studio in Denton, TX. The producer, director and cast member Devin Delson 
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got together on June 4, 2005 to record the voice-over with the help of sound 

engineer Mark Herbs. 

 

The Beer Mug 

One of the most challenging elements of post-production was the 

flying mug envisioned for the final bar brawl. The storyboards for it 

demanded special treatments to make those shots a reality. Multiple tests 

were done in pre and post-production utilizing a real glass mug over green 

screen. This would have enabled us to superimpose those shots over the 

already recorded bar shots. The hardest part of this process was figuring out 

a way to record the detailed movement of the mug and the liquid inside it. 

The movement was the easiest to recreate, since we just needed to record 

the mug moving slower than normal speed and rotate it later in Avid. The 

major problem, and the one which terminated the green screen testing, was 

the liquid inside the mug. Since the movement of the mug was to be 

recorded recreating rotations at a lower speed, then the liquid inside it would 

not follow a realistic flow. 

On May 13 I met David Jacobson at the Dallas Video Race. While 

talking about our projects I soon realized he was the person I was looking 

for to make the “mug shots” a reality. David is a UNT undergraduate student 

and does 3D animation and modeling. A couple of days after I met David, we 

delivered him the background shots of the bar. Using a 3D animation and 
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compositing software, he recreated the beer mug used on the set, animated 

accordingly to the camera movements, and created the five animated shots 

that appear in the final bar brawl of Wine & Beer. A visual journey of the 

mug design can be found on Appendix E. 

 

Original music 

The original music production process was first started with composer 

Brandon Tanner. The creative team of Wine & Beer had five meetings with 

him, where sound of the film was discussed as well as the instruments and 

melodies that would represents the characters. Unfortunately, Brandon 

Tanner had serious health issues that made him abandon the project. 

Producer Joshua Butler posted an announcement looking for 

composers on the Texas Filmmakers’ website the next day. After all the 

replies were received, we scheduled private screenings and discussions with 

four different composers; they went from UNT music majors to independent 

professionals in the Dallas area. Each of them had the opportunity to watch 

the film and compose a 30 second sample of their musical vision for the film. 

From those samples we decided to work with Wolfgang Lackner. His 

sound was unique and moving. Working against the clock, Wolfgang 

composed over fifteen minutes of original music for the film. Relying on 

effected guitars Wolfgang created an atmosphere of deep friendship around 

the Brian and Vic, but he used percussion to represent the homophobic 
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anxiety of Michael’s character. For the final brawl we decided we needed a 

sound that could represent the slow passage of time, and transport the 

audience from the bar to Brian’s head. As the main characters decide it is 

worth to fight back, the music supports the idea of hope and the chance of a 

more promising tomorrow for gay civil rights. 
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PRE-SCREENINGS 

We did a couple of pre-screenings of the film to family and friends in 

order to get a basic response to the film, and thus make arrangements to it. 

Some audience members thought the first 15 minutes of the film ran too 

slow. So we went back to the editing room and fine trimmed some 

sequences. But the majority of the constructive criticism received was 

related to things impossible to fix after we had shot the film. For example, 

some people thought the actress who played Marcy looked too young 

compared to her son Vic. The character of Marcy was cast intentionally 

young, to an apparent back-story of young parenting. What the production 

crew of Wine & Beer could have done was to make Sherri Small-Truitt 

(Marcy) look older through make-up and costumes. 

Another factor were we received criticism was the job hunt sequence 

with Vic. Definitely, the screenplay version of these sequence delivers better 

Vic’s frustration and Brian’s involvement in the process. However, because of 

time and economic concerns, that sequence had to be re-design in order to 

only shoot in exterior locations. The result is a more formalistic job hunt that 

puts Vic in the same town street over and over again. In between these 

shots of the town are shots of Vic entering the house frustrated. The final 

shot of this sequence unifies the idea of repetition and frustration having 

three frustrated Vics in the same room. 
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APPENDIX A 

SHOOTING SCRIPT
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INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
 
A MUG of beer launches from a furious throw into open air. It 
levitates gracefully in the airspace of a rusty bar. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

I heard a customer once say that if a human 
being was ever conscious of his unconscious 
he wouldn’t be able to move. 

 
The inhabitants of the ground down below are starting to get 
disturbed. One guy is in another’s face; the people are starting 
to take sides. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

If someone were aware of all the shit that’s 
happening around and within him, the person 
will just shutdown with all that information 
in his head. No talking, no moving, no 
breathing. At the time I thought: Now, that’s 
some creative bullshit. Until it happened to 
me. 

 
The place is at the brink of chaos and that MUG of beer, which 
appears to be an outsider, an unearthly element, revolves 
invisibly in mid air.  Just the small DROPS of falling beer give 
hints to the unmindful audience. It has almost reached its 
target, an oblivious IN-ONE-MILLISECOND-WILL-BE-FRACTURED HEAD. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

I saw this thing coming, and did nothing. I 
just stared at the ever-growing threat, 
immobile, pondering... Fuck, it’s all 
downhill from here. 

 
The astounding impact of glass and flesh silence the bar, but it 
does not promote calmness. It is a high pitch silence, the deep 
breath before the plunge. 
 
The now formed sides merge in a brawl that leaves some broken 
noses, dislocated jaws, and bruised faces. 
 
          CUT TO BLACK: 
 
WINE & BEER TITLE 
 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
 
CREDITS START ROLLING 
 
BRIAN, a 27 year old man, screams directions to his football 
teammates. He is the quarterback of one of the teams playing 
street football on the ruins of a public football field; no 
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bleachers, no seats, no fence. Patches of dirt now smear what it 
used to be a green field. Old black tires now mark the end zones. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Ready?! 
 
Both teams form lines at both sides ready to run. 
 
      BRIAN (CONT’D) 
  Hut! 
 
MONTAGE OF THE FOOTBALL GAME. 
 
The group of men now stands on the side of the field. Brian takes 
a sip out of his water bottle and picks a backpack off the 
ground. LOUIS, a 40-year-old man, turns to Brian. 
 
      LOUIS 
  Ready for another one. 
 
      BRIAN 

Nah, I got to go. I’m picking up a friend 
from the airport. You know Vic, my friend 
from high school; we use to come here back in 
the day. 

 
LOUIS 

Yeah, Marcy’s kid right? I didn’t know you 
were close with him. He got tired of New 
York? 

 
Brian looks at him a bit surprised. 
 
      BRIAN 
  I see you’re well informed. 
 
      LOUIS 

Just a wild guess. 
 
Louis grins at Brian. Brian opens the bag and takes out a set of 
keys, a cell phone, and a watch. 
 
      BRIAN 
    (looking at his watch) 
  Sure. I see you later. 
 
Brian walks out of the field. 
 
EXT. AIRPORT – DAY 
 
A big airplane lands on the runway. Brian, now without sport 
clothes, drives his car through the pick up area of the airport. 
He is focused on finding someone. Brian sees his friend VIC, a 
27-year-old man, who is leaning on a wall. Vic returns Brian’s 
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look with a big smile. Brian parks the car. Vic walks to him and 
embraces Brian with a big hug. Brian helps Vic with his luggage 
and off they go out of the airport. 
 
EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
 
A car pulls over in front of a suburban house. Only Brian can be 
seen inside the car. Vic is lying horizontal at the passenger’s 
seat. Brian gets out of the car and walks to the front door of 
the house. Brian knocks on the door. Vic keeps quiet in the car. 
The main door opens and MARCY, a 46-year-old woman, receives 
Brian. 
 

MARCY 
Just in time. You must be really hungry. 

 
Brian smiles and walks in with her. 
 
Vic slowly rises into sitting position. Very carefully he opens 
the door and gets out of the car. Vic takes silent steps to the 
side of the house. He dodges while walking near the windows. A 
conversation between Brian and Marcy can be barely heard. Vic 
reaches the back yard and goes to the back door. Vic gets his 
keys out and looks for the right one. Before inserting the key he 
turns the knob and finds the doors is already unlocked. 
 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
 
Vic enters the house and walks very slowly, looking carefully 
from side to side. Marcy and Vic can be heard nearby. Their 
voices get clearer as Vic reaches the kitchen. Marcy enters the 
kitchen. Vic hides beside the refrigerator. Marcy gets some food 
serving utensils. Vic puts his hand over his mouth to contain his 
laughter. Marcy walks back to the hallway she came from. Vic 
walks on his toes and follows her. As they reach the end of the 
hallway Vic jumps and hugs Marcy from behind. 
 
      VIC 
  Surprise! 
 
A louder SURPRISE is heard and Vic looks at the room they have 
just entered. Under a big banner reading “Welcome back Vic” about 
eight people are gathered in the living room cheering for Vic. He 
smiles in amazement. Marcy turns around and faces Vic. 
 
      MARCY 
  Welcome back. 
 
Vic looks at Brian who stands with the crowd. 
 
      VIC 
    (pointing at Brian) 
  That was good. That was very good. 
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Brian shrugs happily. 
 
 
 
EXT. TOWN STREET – NIGHT 
 
Brian and Vic each hold a six-pack of beer in their hands. 
Already all the bottles are empty with the exception of the one 
they are drinking from. The street is uninhabited and quiet. Only 
their laughter breaks the silence as they walk through the 
street. 
 
      BRIAN 

Not only did Ms. Patterson find him with 
another woman, but rumor says this woman had 
an Adam’s apple bigger than Mr. Patterson’s. 
 
    VIC 
That one not even I could’ve guessed. There’s 
a lot of catching up to do. 
 
    BRIAN 
Nah, this town hasn’t changed a bit. You’ll 
figure it out soon enough and go back. 
 
    VIC 
You know, New York wasn’t very good. Even 
worse than what I told you. 

 
    BRIAN 
I figured. I didn’t buy that “I have to take 
care of mom” crap. 
 

      VIC 
I don’t think even mom buys it. 
 

      BRIAN 
It makes her feel good though. She’s been 
missing you. 
 

Brian stops walking. 
 
      BRIAN 

We’ve been missing you. 
 
Vic offers his tip of the bottle for a toast. 

 
      VIC 

I know. 
 
Brian and Vic chug what is left of the beer. Vic burps loudly and 
cracks up laughing. 
 
      VIC 
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  Finally, this is home. 
 
They both throw the empty bottles into a nearby dumpster and turn 
back looking the road behind. The road seems to be skewed to the 
left. 
 
      BRIAN 

Ready? 
 

      VIC 
We are grown ups, you know. 

 
Brian looks at him in incredulity and dashes back through the 
road. Vic quickly reacts and runs as straight as his senses 
permit him. They both have trouble running back, a mix of 
dizziness and laughter. Vic falls down first and bursts into 
laughter. Brian raises his arms in victory and walks back to Vic. 
He loses his balance and falls down too. They both laugh 
hysterically in the middle of the deserted road. 
 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
 
Someone knocks on the door. Marcy opens it and finds Brian on the 
other side. 
 

BRIAN 
Morning. 

 
MARCY 

Hey come in, Vic is almost ready. 
 
Brian walks inside. 
 

BRIAN 
Come on Mr. Sales Executive! 

 
Vic comes out from the kitchen wearing a long sleeve shirt and a 
tie. 

VIC 
Mr. Sales Executive indeed. 

 
BRIAN 

Uh! Someone’s getting a job today. 
 

MARCY 
He better. First week of housing is for free, 
but I’ll start charging for the second. 

 
BRIAN 

    (to Vic) 
And don’t look at me. You’re too messy. 

 
They all three laugh at it. 
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MARCY 
Well boys I better get going. Some people 
have a job to do already. Honey, good luck. 

 
Marcy kisses Vic and Brian goodbye. 
 
EXT. TOWN STREET – SIDEWALK 
 
Brian parks the car on the sidewalk. He and Vic come out of the 
car. 
      VIC 

This is it. 
 
    BRIAN 
I’ll get some breakfast. 
 
    VIC 
It’s stupid, but I’m kind of nervous. 
 
    BRIAN 
Well you better chill out so we don’t have to 
do this all day. 
 

Both Brian and Vic walk away in opposite directions. 
 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
 
Vic opens the door and enters. He takes off his tie and throws it 
onto the couch. While unbuttoning his shirt, Vic walks to the 
kitchen. He opens the fridge, takes a gallon of water and drinks 
from it. Vic sits at the kitchen counter, gallon in hand. He 
rests his head against the wall and closes his eyes. 
 
      MARCY (VO) 

Ok, since you don’t come to me, I’ll go to 
you. 

 
Vic smiles, still with his eyes closed. Marcy walks into the 
kitchen. 
 

MARCY 
So? 

 
VIC 

Not yet. 
 

MARCY 
Why? 

 
VIC 

I don’t know. 
 

MARCY 
You ate? 
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Marcy walks to the fridge. 
 

VIC 
I had a little something earlier. 

 
MARCY 

Is that a no? 
 

VIC 
Nah, I’m just tired.  

 
Vic gets off the counter and walks towards Marcy. Marcy rolls her 
eyes. 
 

    VIC 
Though, if you make me those homemade 
chocolate chip cookies I love, it will make 
me feel really good. 

    (hugging Marcy) 
I’ve had a long day you know. 

 
MARCY 

Do you think I have nothing else to do? 
 

VIC 
Are you only communicating through questions 
tonight? 

 
MARCY 

What’s wrong with that? 
 
Vic walks away, trying to end it. 
 

MARCY 
Does it annoy you? 

 
VIC 

Stop it. 
 

MARCY 
What?! 

 
VIC 

Mom! 
 
Vic and Marcy share a laugh. Marcy walks away out of the kitchen. 
      MARCY (OFF) 
  Keep looking, it’s just day one. 
 
Vic opens the refrigerator and returns the gallon of water. He 
now turns to the kitchen cabinets in search of food. Vic opens 
the microwave and finds a plate of homemade chocolate chip 
cookies. 
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MONTAGE – VIC’S JOB HUNT 
 
1. Brian holds a rack of ties. Vic selects one of them and 
matches it with his shirt. 
2. Vic gets out of Brian’s car and walks towards a building. 
3. Multiple shots of Vic shaking hands with someone and walking 
away. Every time with different clothes. 
4. Multiple shots of Vic opening the door of his house and 
loosening his tie. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
 
The kitchen door opens and out comes a bartender with an order of 
food and beverages. It is not a fancy bar, mostly wooden colors 
and not very bright. Still it is fairly more crowded than a 
regular cheap bar. Brian stands behind the main bar, attending 
the regular customers. Business is going as usual. 
 
Vic enters the main door. He is still in his suit, but the tie 
all loosened up. He walks slowly looking from side to side, 
taking his time to get accustomed to the not-so-new surroundings. 
The same old dart game, the same old customers. Finally he gets 
to the bar. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Hey, I’ve been calling you all day. 
 
      VIC 

I know. I wanted to tell you personally. 
 
      BRIAN 

You found something? 
 
    VIC 
You’re looking at the new sales supervisor of 
Longhorn Insurance. 
 
    BRIAN 
Didn’t they say “no” earlier? 
    VIC 
To the sales manager position last week. 
Apparently someone left or got fired, and 
there it is. It’s such a big relief. 
 
    BRIAN 
Big enough for a pint? 
 
    VIC 
Big enough for a bottle of wine. Red please. 
 
    BRIAN 
Red it is. 
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Brian walks away to get Vic’s order. He reaches the other side of 
the bar and looks for a bottle of wine. As he looks for a nearby 
corkscrew, Brian notices a group of people in a nearby table, 
gossiping and pointing in Vic’s direction. Looking to the other 
side of the bar, some customers at another table are also talking 
and laughing at Vic. At another table a guy makes an oral sex 
gesture to get the laughter. JIMMY, another bartender, stands 
beside Brian. 
     

JIMMY 
Just when you thought this bar will stay as 
boring as ever, someone walks in and this 
place suddenly comes alive. 
 
    BRIAN 
Amazing, isn’t it? 

 
    JIMMY 
Me, I don’t mind fags. And I know he’s your 
friend and all, you know... I don’t... even 
if you are, you know... I don’t care. 
 

   BRIAN 
(sarcastically) 

  It’s good to know Jimmy. 
 
Brian notices that MICHAEL, one of the guys pointing and making 
gestures, stands up and walks towards Vic. Michael separates the 
stool he will use from Vic’s and sits. 
 
      MICHAEL 
  Vic, how you doing man? 
 
      VIC 
  Hi, Michael. 
 
      MICHAEL 

Heard you had a wonderful time in the big 
city. Lots of changes. 

 
Vic nods trying to end the conversation. 
 
      MICHAEL 

Hey Jimmy! Get my man here a beer. 
 
Brian quickly gets to Vic and Michael. 
 
      BRIAN 
     (to Michael) 
  Don’t worry I got it. 
 
Brian serves the wine. 
 
      MICHAEL 
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(in reference to the 
wine) 

Huh... That’s a New York thing? 
 
    BRIAN 
Michael, knock it off. 
 

      VIC 
So, still working at the gas station? 
 
    MICHAEL 
Yep. Things here tend to remain straight. 
 
    BRIAN 
Would you stop it?! 

 
Brian takes Michael away from Vic. 
 

    MICHAEL 
What? I’m just trying to have a conversation. 
You know making him feel at home. 

(Looking straight into 
Brian’s eyes) 

We might just throw a welcome party, just for 
Vic. 

 
Michael walks back to his friends. Brian keeps working and 
serving drinks to the customers, but now his manner has decayed. 
 
Business keeps going as usual: people keep drinking, some even 
toasting with Vic and Brian at the bar. 
 
Michael walks in front of the bar. His crew of friends is behind 
him. Brian watches how he stands in front of the counter, looking 
at him straight in the eyes. Michael gets a handful of dollar 
bills from the bar’s tip jar and keeps walking to the exit. Brian 
looks at Jimmy, who responds with a frustrating exhale. 
 
The place starts to get empty. 
 
Vic keeps talking and having some fun with the few customers 
left. Brian is cleaning the bar, which is about to close. Vic has 
his head resting on the counter. 
 
      BRIAN 

Ok, I’m done for tonight. Come on Vic I’ll 
get you home. 

 
Vic lifts his head and stands up. The moment he sets foot on the 
floor he stumbles, but doesn’t fall. Brian helps him control his 
balance. Jimmy comes out of the back and stands besides Brian, 
giving his back to Vic. 
 
      JIMMY 
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Brian, I don’t like the look of this. I know 
he’s your friend, but you’ll have to figure 
something out. 
 
     

BRIAN 
What do you care about a bunch of grown-up 
losers? 

 
    JIMMY 
I can’t afford to lose regular customers. You 
know that if they spread the word I’m out of 
business within a week or two. 

 
Brian nods and exits the bar with Vic. 
 
EXT. SMALL TOWN BAR/SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
Brian comes out of the bar with Vic, who is having a hard time 
walking straight. There are some men outside the bar as they come 
out who start gossiping. 
 
      MAN (VO) 

Someone’s getting lucky tonight. 
 
The men laugh, some whistle to Brian. Brian keeps walking, trying 
to ignore them. 
 
INT. BRIAN’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
 
Brian enters the house. He walks in the hallway and goes directly 
to the kitchen. He turns the light on and gets a gallon of water 
out of the fridge and drinks from it. He closes the fridge and 
sees one of the many pictures on the fridge’s door. It’s a high 
school picture of him and Vic. He grabs it, looks at it in 
silence for a moment and takes a big breath. Brian returns the 
picture to the fridge’s door and walks out of the kitchen. Brian 
drops the gallon of water, as he is surprised that Michael has 
been waiting for him. They both look at each other in silence. 
 
      BRIAN 

Your key is for emergencies only. 
 

MICHAEL 
And a serious one we have. 
 

BRIAN 
Get the fuck out. 

 
Brian starts walking out of the living room. Just as he is 
getting past him, Michael puts his arm across Brian. Brian stops 
just millimeters away from physical contact. Brian takes a deep 
breath. Michael’s open palm transforms into a two-finger spear 
into Brian’s chest that makes him take one step back. The two 
stand side by side, both looking at opposite directions. 
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MICHAEL 
How ironic. You hang out with a fairy and get 
the balls to get tough with me. 

 
Brian keeps silent. 
  
      MICHAEL (CONT’D) 

I’m getting tired of people coming to me 
telling me how my little brother might be 
getting off track. 

 
Michael gets close to Brian’s ear. 
 
      MICHAEL (CONT’D) 

You know what? I’m willing to step up. 
 
Michael’s pointing hand transforms again and grabs Brian’s shirt. 
Michael pulls Brian even closer to him. 
 
      MICHAEL (CONT’D) 

I won’t let you embarrass me. I won’t let you 
embarrass yourself. 

 
Michael lets go of Brian. He slowly moves away from him. Brian 
doesn’t make a move. He hears the DOOR CLOSING. Finally Brian 
sits down on the sofa for a moment. He bursts in rage, throwing 
his keys at the wall. 
 
INT. BRIAN’S HOUSE/BEDROOM – DAY 
 
Brian sleeps in his bed. The phone rings. Brian looks for the 
phone without opening his eyes or moving the rest of his body. He 
finds it and puts it to his ear. Brian takes the phone away as he 
hears a LOUD AGITATED VOICE on the other side. 
 
EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
 
Marcy and Brian stand in front of one of the sidewalls of the 
house. The wall reads “FAG” in black spray paint. 
 
      BRIAN 

Did you tell Vic? 
 
    MARCY 
He’s working. Being new is enough pressure. 

 
    BRIAN 
Look, Marcy... 

 
Marcy raises her hand to shut Brian up. 
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MARCY 
All I want to know is that you’ll deal with 
your brother. 

 
    BRIAN 
   (complaining) 
This fucking town... 

       
MARCY 

No Brian. You knew this town, you already 
knew this was gonna happen, you knew how 
people were gonna look for the slightest 
opportunity to start some shit. So don’t 
complain, just work something out. Because 
you might only get pushed around, but if 
those assholes ever get to Vic you know they 
will not treat him with the same courtesy. 

 
The thought of violence getting to Vic brings tears to Marcy’s 
eyes. Brian keeps silent for a moment, while Marcy tries to 
settle down. 
      BRIAN 
  I got to go. 
 
Brian leaves the house. 
 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
 
Brian holds the football while all his teammates wait for his 
command. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Ready?...Hut! 
 
The play starts. Brian looks for an open player to make the pass. 
No one is open. The defense is getting closer. Brian sees an open 
player, but hesitates. He is tackled down. 
 
Brian stands up and prepares the huddle for the next play. He 
notices Vic in the distance walking towards the field. He keeps 
playing. 
 

MAN #1 
The cheerleaders are here. 

 
The men laugh. 
 

LOUIS 
Come on guys; let’s focus on the game. 
(playful) 
We don’t want Brian to be late for his date. 
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The men keep laughing. Vic gets to the sideline of the field. 
Brian waves at him with a forced smile. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Ready?...Hut! 
 
The play starts and Brian gets tackled again. The players start 
to regroup again. Vic takes a step towards, for he thinks Brian 
will now go to him, but hesitates and returns back. Brian keeps 
playing. The players are in position. 
 
      MAN #2 

Come on Brian, this is your time to shine. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Hut! 
 
The play starts, and Brian looks for someone to pass the ball. 
Finally he let’s the ball fly but it gets intercepted by the 
opposing team. The play ends. Vic keeps waiting on the sideline. 
Brian starts getting ready for the next play. 
 
      VIC 
  Brian! 
 
With some laughter in the back, Brian excuses himself from the 
game and walks towards Vic. 
 
      BRIAN 

Hey. 
 

VIC     
Why didn’t you call me and tell me about the 
wall? 
   

  BRIAN 
I thought it was no big deal. 
 
    VIC 
I know it’s no big deal, but I think the fag 
in contest needs to know. 
 
    BRIAN 
Wait, how did you find out? 
 
    VIC 
Mom is terrible at pretending. She was acting 
all weird when I got home. I asked, she said 
everything was okay, but it didn’t take two 
minutes for her to tell me everything. 

 
BRIAN 

Well, I’m sorry. 
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VIC 
So what are we going to do? 
     

BRIAN 
What do you mean? 
 
     

VIC 
It’s not a big deal, but it’s still “a deal”. 
 

BRIAN 
“We” don’t need to do anything. I’ll take 
care of it. 
 
    VIC 
You? You will take care of it? You will go to 
Michael and say “Hey stop it... or else”? 
That’s a first! 
 
    BRIAN 
Well how about you go to him and ask 
yourself? Even better, go to the cops, I’m 
sure they’re dying to fight for you. 
(takes a big breath) 
You know Vic, maybe we are pushing something 
that’s just unnatural around here. Just 
look... 
 
    VIC 
Unnatural? 
 
    BRIAN 
...around and notice... 
 
    VIC 
Unnatural? 
 

BRIAN 
I didn’t mean you... 
 
    VIC 
You meant us. Our friendship. 
(PAUSE) 
For me it was necessary to deal with that 
unnatural bullshit early on. I guess straight 
pussies like you need to learn how to deal 
with it too. 

 
Vic turns his back on Brian and walks away from the field. Brian 
stands alone on the side of the field. 
 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
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Vic enters the house and takes off his already loosened tie. He 
walks to the kitchen, takes out a gallon of water from the 
refrigerator and drinks from it. Vic sits at the kitchen counter 
and leans back closing his eyes. 
 
Marcy enters the kitchen. She takes a glass, walks to the 
refrigerator, opens it but closes it again. She walks towards Vic 
and, without saying a word, takes the gallon and pours some water 
in her glass. Vic opens one eye and sees Marcy walking away. 
 
      VIC 

Aren’t you going to ask me what’s up? 
 
    MARCY 

(to herself but loud enough so Vic 
can hear it) 

Finally. 
 
Marcy turns around. 
  

    VIC 
  (shaking his head) 
You’re mean. 

 
Marcy smiles and walks toward Vic. 
 

     
MARCY 

I know what-is-up. Brian is starting to act 
all weird and confused. Is any of this 
unexpected? 

 
Vic thinks of his response for a while. 
 

    VIC 
I guess it was. He has been so supportive 
from the beginning. 
 
    MARCY 
It’s a different ballgame, putting your 
beliefs into practice. You know that. 
 
    VIC 
I should. 
 
    MARCY 
The question is: are you going to stand by 
him this time? 

 
Marcy walks out of the kitchen. Vic remains seated and silent on 
the kitchen counter. 
 
EXT. BRIAN’S CAR – DAY 
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Brian drives through the town. His eyes are just static, not 
really looking to get somewhere. His cell phone rings. Brian 
picks it up and can see Vic’s name on the caller ID. He throws 
the cell phone on the passenger’s seat. 
 
 
 
 
EXT. SMALL TOWN BAR / SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
 
Vic walks on the sidewalk towards the bar. Just as he is about 
ten feet from the main door Michael comes out of the bar. Both 
Vic and Michael cross paths. As he is walking, Michael cannot 
help but to stare at Vic, almost smiling. Vic takes a quick 
glance at him, but keeps walking. Right after they have their 
back to each other Michael signals, almost excited, to some of 
his buddies to come to him. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
 
Vic walks into the bar and, unlike the first time he was there, 
goes directly to the bar to find Brian. Brian comes out of the 
back of the bar, sees Vic approaching, and gives him a courteous 
hand gesture, but walks quickly to the other side of the bar 
before Vic can get to him. Brian keeps serving drinks on the 
opposite side of the bar, not even coming near where Vic is 
standing. Noticing Brian’s denial to confront him, Vic decides to 
go directly to Brian. 
 
      VIC 
  Brian. 
 
Brian leaves what he is doing, turns his back on Vic and walks in 
direction to the back of the bar. Just before he disappears, 
Brian turns around and looks at Vic. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Come. 
 
Vic goes around the bar and follows Brian. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR / KITCHEN HALLWAY – NIGHT 
 
Vic is following Brian, who is walking very fast. Suddenly Brian 
finds the hallway appropriate for a talk. 
 
      BRIAN 

Look, before you tell me how much of an 
asshole I’m being, and how you assumed I was 
over this, and how I’m just behaving like 
another close-minded country boy, let me tell 
you that I have it as hard as you. Luckily, 
you had the opportunity to come to peace with 
yourself and who you are in a big city where 
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people couldn’t care less if you’re gay, 
bisexual, asexual. But, I have to go through 
all that, even though I’m still the same 
fucking guy who happens to have a friend that 
everyone thinks is a weirdo 
(PAUSE) 
but I can’t even see how he’s any different 
from me. 

 
Vic keeps quiet and attentive. 
 
       

BRIAN (CONT’D) 
It’s so much harder than I thought, I’m 
sorry. 
 

      VIC 
I know. That’s what I came here to tell you. 
So there are certain places we need to stay 
away right now. What else is new? 

       
BRIAN 

     (nodding) 
  Unfortunately. 
 
      VIC 

But one thing I will not do is to turn my 
back on my own kin. That’s unnatural. 

 
Both friends exchange a big smile. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Thank you. 
 
      VIC 
  Well, I guess I’ll see you later? 
 
Brian nods and Vic starts to walk out. Brian intends to walk out 
as well but Vic suddenly stops him. 
 
      VIC 
  Dude, what are you doing? 
     

BRIAN 
  What? 
 

    VIC 
     (lecturing) 

Wait a minute after I go out, then you can 
come out. 

 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
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Michael is sitting at the bar and sees Vic coming out of the back 
of the bar, walking towards the exit. Quickly he whispers 
something to his friend CHARLIE beside him. Michael stands up and 
blocks Vic’s way. 
 
       

MICHAEL 
Leaving already? 
 

      VIC 
Could you please get out of the way? 

 
Vic tries to get past him, but just the touch of Michael’s hand 
in his chest is enough to realize the hopelessness of his 
efforts. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR / KITCHEN HALL - NIGHT 
 
Brian walks in direction to the bar. At first he walks slowly, 
looking from side to side, making sure no one has seen him. Then 
he quickly picks up the pace but doesn’t notice another BARTENDER 
coming from his side with a tray of food. They collapse and the 
food goes to the floor. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Shit I’m so sorry. 
 
They both start picking up the mess. 
 
EXT. SMALL TOWN BAR / SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
 
Charlie comes out of the bar and talks with some guys outside who 
agree to go inside the bar with him. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
 
People are starting to get interested in Michael and Vic’s 
argument. They stand around Michael and Vic. 
 
      MICHAEL 
  Came to see your boyfriend? 
 
Vic stays quiet. 
 
      MICHAEL (CONT’D) 
  I always knew you were a fucking fairy. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR / KITCHEN HALL - NIGHT 
 
Brian and the other bartender are almost done picking up food and 
cups from the floor. Brian starts walking back to the bar. Jimmy 
sticks his head out from the kitchen door. 
 
      JIMMY 
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  Brian, cups and napkins! 
 
Brian walks back to get the order. 
 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
 
Beer starts to flow into a MUG. After the mug is filled, it is 
delivered to the bar. Charlie grabs the mug and holds tight to 
it. 
 
Brian comes out from the back of the bar and quickly squats to 
put the refill cups under the bar table. 
 
Michael is completely in Vic’s face. The crowd around them has 
gotten even bigger. 
 
      MICHAEL 
  So did you suck Brian off back there? 
 
      VIC 
  Are you guys in line? 
 
The crowd lets loose an agitating and provoking “Oh!”. Michael 
comes closer to Vic, in a more intimidating manner. 
 
      MICHAEL 
  Don’t give me any more ideas. 
 
Brian stands up from under the bar. 
 
      VIC 
     (starting to worry) 
  Get out of my way. 
 
      MICHAEL 
     (standing back) 
  OK. You can go. 
 
Brian looks to the crowd trying to figure out what is happening. 
Vic starts walking away from the crowd. Michael quickly looks to 
his friend Charlie at the bar with the mug of beer. Brian 
realizes his intentions and screams as loud as he can. 
 
      BRIAN 
  Vic! 
 
A MUG of beer launches from Charlie’s hand. Brian loses his 
breath, as the mug is going directly to Vic. Vic turns around in 
response to Brian’s scream and ducks. The mug hits the wall and 
Brian impulsively reacts, grabbing the first thing he encounters 
and throws it. 
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A MUG of beer launches from a furious throw into open air. 
Brian’s throw. It levitates gracefully in the airspace of a rusty 
bar. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

I heard a customer once say that if a human 
being was ever conscious of all the shit 
that’s happening around him he wouldn’t be 
able to move. 

 
The inhabitants of the ground down below are starting to get 
disturbed. One guy is in another’s face; the people are starting 
to take sides. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

The guy will just shutdown with all that 
information in his head. No talking, no 
moving, no breathing. 
 

The place is at the brink of chaos and that MUG of beer, which 
appears to be an outsider, an unearthly element, revolves 
invisibly in the air.  Just the small DROPS of falling beer give 
hints to the unmindful audience. It has almost reached its 
target, an oblivious IN-ONE-MILLISECOND-WILL-BE-FRACTURED HEAD: 
Charlie’s head. 
 

BRIAN (VO) 
I saw this thing coming, and did nothing. I 
just stared at the ever-growing threat, 
immobile, pondering... Fuck, it’s all 
downhill from here. 
 

The astounding impact of glass and flesh silence the bar. Michael 
looks back to see the person who threw the mug. Brian looks 
straight into Michael’s eyes, almost fearlessly. Michael turns 
again to Vic. The people gathered around them are just waiting 
for someone to react. Vic breaks the ice and punches Michael 
straight in the nose. 
 
The now formed sides merge in a brawl that leaves some broken 
noses, dislocated jaws, and bruised faces. Brian jumps over the 
bar to join the fight. 
 
      BRIAN (VO) 

Well, maybe not... 
 
The small town bar has turned into a battleground. Some fight out 
of anger and fear, others for survival, and others just to defend 
the underdog. 
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STORYLINE ANALYSIS FORM
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Page 1 of 7 
 
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 1 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Mug of beer in the air. Brian’s 
VO. A fight starts at the bar. 

 
Flashback. Introduces Brian’s 
conflict of action. Plants many of 
the elements of the final sequence. 
 
 
 
 

Length: 7/8  
Scene #: 2 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
     Brian plays football with his 
friends. 

 
Introduces the main character 
along with his hetero-masculine 
circle. 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 3/8  
Scene #: 3 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
     Brian talks to Louis about Vic. 
He leaves the field to pick up Vic. 

 
Establishes Vic’s return and slightly 
suggest that something is wrong 
with Vic. 
 
 
 

 
 

Length: 6/8  
Scene #: 4 
EXT. AIRPORT – DAY 
     Brian picks up Vic at the 
airport. 

 
Introduces the other main 
character. First time the audience 
sees them together. 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
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Page 2 of 7 
 
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 5 
EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
     Brian gets to Marcy’s house. 
Vic stays behind enters the house 
through the back door. 

 
The beginning of the double 
surprise. Introduces Marcy. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Length: 4/8 

Scene #: 6 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
     Vic surprises Marcy, but finds 
himself surprised with a 
welcoming party. 

 
A look into their friendship. 
Demonstrates how Brian took the 
time of getting the people 
together. We get a glimpse at 
Marcy’s relationship with Vic. 
 
 
 

Length: 5/8 
Scene #: 7 
EXT. TOWN STREET – NIGHT 
     Brian and Vic walk with a six-
pack of beer each and talk about 
things that have happened while 
Vic was away. They try to race 
back, but fall on the ground 
laughing. 

 
Brian and Vic’s friendship at its 
best. Shows how intimate, fun, and 
caring is their relationship. The real 
reasons for Vic’s return are 
exposed. 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1 2/8 
Scene #: 8 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
     Brian picks up Vic to take him 
to several job interviews. 

 
Enforces the chemistry between 
the three characters. Starts to 
build expectance in the audience 
for Vic’s wellness. 
 
 
 

Length: 7/8 
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  Page 3 of 7 
 
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 9 
EXT. TOWN STREET – SIDEWALK 
     Vic and Brian get out of the 
car. Vic says he is “a bit 
nervous”. 

 
Vic shows his insecurities. Now he 
has a friend who can cheer him up, 
opposite from his past situation in 
NYC. 
 
 
 
 

Length: 3/8 
Scene #: 10 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
     Vic gets home tired from 
looking for a job all day. He goes 
to the kitchen and has a 
conversation with Marcy. In her 
unusual way, Marcy consoles Vic. 

 
Marcy and Vic’s relationship at its 
best. They are both glad to have 
each other back. Prepares Vic for 
round 2 of job hunting. 

 
 
 

 
Length: 1 5/8 

Scene #: 11 
MONTAGE – VIC’S JOB HUNT 
     Vic and Brian select clothes to 
wear. Vic goes to several offices. 
Vic returns home frustrated every 
night.  

 
Vic fighting against the odds, with 
Brian’s support. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 2/8 
Scene #: 12 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Vic visits the bar where Brian 
works. Brian sees people 
laughing and talking about Vic, 
who engages in an uneasy 
conversation with Michael. Vic 
stays drinking until the bar 
closes. 

 
The audience finds out Vic is gay. 
Introduces the antagonist Michael 
and the attitude of one part of the 
community towards Vic. 
 
 
 

Length: 3 1/8 
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Page 4 of 7 
 
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 13 
EXT. BAR/SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
     Brian helps Vic walk to the 
car. Some guys outside the bar 
make fun of Brian. 

 
The beginning of direct attacks 
against Brian. 
 

 
 

Length: 2/8 

Scene #: 14 
INT. BRIAN’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
     Brian drinks water from a 
gallon, sees a high school picture 
of him and Vic. Brian finds out 
Michael has been waiting for him. 
Michael starts a discussion and 
intimidates Brian. 

 
Brian starts to ponder about the 
situation, the pressure is stating to 
affect him. The audience finds out 
Michael is Brian’s brother. His 
motives are exposed, as well as his 
intimidating, almost harassing 
attitude towards Brian and 
homosexuals. 
 

Length: 1 1/8 
Scene #: 15 
INT. BRIAN’S BEDROOM – DAY 
     Brian picks up the phone to 
find Marcy on the other side 
arguing. 

 
Problems don’t wait for Brian to 
wake up. Also shows Marcy’s 
exasperation. 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
Scene #: 16 
EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
     Marcy and Brian argue about 
the “FAG” vandalism someone 
has done to her property. 

 
Reveals what was Marcy so upset 
about. Things start to get serious 
in the town. Marcy’s fears are 
exposed. More pressure is put 
upon Brian. 
 
 

Length: 7/8 
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Page 5 of 7 
 
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 17 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
     Brian plays football with his 
friends. Vic gets to the field and 
Brian is made fun of by his 
friends. Vic and Brian argue 
about the “FAG” situation. 

 
Homophobia manifests itself in 
subtler ways than violence or 
confrontation. Brian disappoints Vic 
with his “unnatural” statement. 
 
 
 

Length: 2 4/8 
Scene #: 18 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
     Vic gets home and talks with 
Marcy about his situation with 
Brian. Marcy asks Vic if he will 
stand by him this time. 

 
Vic’s epiphany through his mom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1  
Scene #: 19 
EXT. BRIAN’S CAR – DAY 
     Brian drives randomly through 
the town and doesn’t answer 
Vic’s call. 

 
Brian has decided to avoid Vic. 
Passage of time and a spatial 
transition for Brian from football to 
the bar. 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
Scene #: 20 
EXT. BAR / SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
     Vic and Michael cross paths 
outside the bar. Michael starts 
getting people together. 

 
Places Vic at the bar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
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Page 6 of 7 
  
Scene and brief description. Contribution to film’s 

argument. 
Scene #: 21 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Vic goes to the bar and Brian 
stays at the opposite side of the 
bar. Vic walks to Brian and 
confronts him. They walk to the 
kitchen. 

 
Confrontation between Vic and 
Brian. Pushes Brian to discuss the 
problem with Vic. 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 4/8 
Scene #: 22 
INT. BAR / KITCHEN – NIGHT 
     Brian explains the 
complications and difficulties of 
his position. They decide to start 
over their friendship. 

 
The new beginning for both 
friends. Puts Brian at the back of 
the kitchen, away from every 
action at the bar. 

 
 
 

 
Length: 1 2/8 

Scene #: 23 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Michael sees Vic and whispers 
into Charlie’s ear. Michael stands 
in the way of Vic. 

 
Final obstacle Vic needs to 
overcome has reappeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 2/8 
Scene #: 24 
INT. BAR / KITCHEN – NIGHT 
     Brian starts walking out of the 
kitchen but clashes with another 
bartender, dropping food to the 
floor. 

 
Keeps Brian busy at the back, 
while Vic deals with Michael. 
Tension is built because the 
audience wants Brian to help Vic. 
 
 
 

Length: 2/8 
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Page 7 of 7 
 
 
Scene and brief description. 

Contribution to film’s 
argument. 

Scene #: 25 
EXT. BAR / SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
     Charlie gathers some people 
to go back inside with him. 

 
The “obstacle” is getting bigger for 
Vic. Tension keeps building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
Scene #: 26 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Michael keeps harassing and 
provoking Vic. 

 
Things are starting to get even 
more dangerous for Vic.  
 
 

Length: 2/8 

Scene #: 27 
INT. BAR / KITCHEN – NIGHT 
     Brian finishes picking up stuff 
from the floor. He starts walking 
back to the bar, but Jimmy asks 
him to look for cups and napkins. 

 
Brian would’ve been free of work, 
but things keep coming that get in 
the way of Brian returning to the 
bar and helping Vic. 
 
 
 

Length: 1/8 
Scene #: 28 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
     Charlie goes to the bar and 
orders a mug of beer. After some 
argument Michael lets Vic go. 
Michael signals Charlie to throw 
the mug. Brian sees Michael’s 
signal and screams to Vic. Charlie 
throws the mug. Vic ducks and 
the mug hits the wall. Brian 
throws another mug at Charlie 
and it hits him in the head. Vic 
punches Michael. A big bar fight 
starts. 

 
The mug of beer is reintroduced 
and the audience will remember it 
from the beginning sequence. They 
already know that the mug will hit 
someone, so they will assume that 
it will hit Vic. However, the mug 
that will hit someone is the one 
Brian throws afterwards. The story 
ends with an “ongoing battle” 
between the two sides. 
 

Length: 1 7/8 
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OPENING SCENE STORYBOARD
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Page 1 of 4 

Brian throws the mug. 
Static close-up 

The mug flies across the 
frame.  
Static long shot 

Argument between 
Michael and Vic. No 
recognition of main 
characters yet. 
Hand held close-up 
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Page 2 of 4 

Mug of beer flies across 
frame. 
Static close-up 

Argument between 
Michael and Brian getting 
more intense. 
Handheld close-up 

POV of the mug of beer 
gliding through people. 
 
Dolly-in medium shot. 
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Page 3 of 4 

Brian hand comes down. 
Static close-up 

Mug of beer rotating in 
the air. 
Static close-up 
 
*Computer mouse 
representing Mug of 
beer. 

Charlie’s head, non 
identifiable. 
Static close-up 
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Page 4 of 4 

  

Mug of beer flies across 
frame. 
Static close-up 

Charlie’s head to flying 
mug. 
Track pan away from 
head. 

Mug of beer glass comes 
into frame after crashing 
with Charlie’s head off 
camera. 
Static close-up 
*Branches representing 
broken glass 
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APPENDIX D 

SHOT LIST AND FLOOR PLANS 
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Scen
e 

Type Description 

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
2 LS The football field, players in the distance. 
2A MS Brian (shouting directions). 
2B CU (low 

angle) 
Men getting ready for the play, waiting for “Hut!” 

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
3 LS Some people on the field, some on the sides. 
3A MS-2shot Brian and Louis. 
3B CU Brian 
3C CU Louis 
EXT. AIRPORT – DAY 
4 LS Airplane lands. 
4A LS (wide) Car enters the airport. Establishing shot from 

grass. Maybe pan following car. 
4B MCU Brian looking for Vic while driving. Shot from the 

passenger’s seat. 
4C LS ots From backseat, we see Vic in the distance. 
4D MS Vic waiting, raises his look and sees Brian. 
4E LS-2shot 

high angle 
Brian parking the car and remaining action. From 
behind Vic, almost eyelevel. 

EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
5 LS to CU House, car comes into frame, Brian starts getting 

out. 
5A MS- ots Brian knocks, Marcy appears. 
5B CU Brian smiles and comes in. Reverse shot. 
5C LS to CU Handheld following all his action. Start at fence 

then follow him into house. 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
5D CU Vic’s reaction. 
5E MS Pan of the people (Vic’s gaze), stop at Brian. 
5F MS- ots Marcy walks towards Vic. 
5G CU Brian smiling satisfied. 
EXT. TOWN STREET – NIGHT 
7 LS Brian and Vic talking and laughing in the street. 

Establishing shot. 
7A CU Six-packs of beer, side by side. 
7B 3/4S- 2shot Brian and Vic talking side by side. 
7C MS 2shot? Brian. 
7D MS 2shot? Vic. 
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7E CU Brian. 
7F CU Vic. 
7G LS From the dumpster. They throw the empty bottles. 
7H CU-2shot Profile of the two. Vic in the foreground, Brian in 

the background. They are looking back at the 
street, preparing to run. 

7I LS Skewed perspective of the street. 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
8 MS Door. Opens to show Brian. 
8A MS Marcy. Reverse shot. 
8B MS or MCU Brian. (Cam facing door) 
8C MS or MCU Vic comes out of the room. (Cam facing room) 
8D LS- 3shot Brian, Marcy and Vic. 
EXT. TOWN STREET – SIDEWALK 
9 MS pan to LS 

2shot 
Car parks, they walk to the sidewalk and talk. 
They both walk out of frame. 

INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
10 LS Vic enters the house, walks to the kitchen. 
10A LS Vic enters the kitchen, goes to the fridge, walks to 

counter and close his eyes. 
10B CU Vic closes his eyes. All his action. 
10C LS MS Marcy comes into the kitchen. 
10D CU Cookies in the microwave. Insert. 
MONTAGE – VIC’S JOB HUNT 
11 LS Brian and Vic matching ties to shirts. 
11A LS Vic visiting a row of business. 
11B LS Vic gets out of the car. Returns, shakes his head. 
11C LS Vic enters house and loosens his tie. 
11D LS Vic enters house and loosens his tie. 
11E LS Vic enters house and loosens his tie. 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
12 CU Handheld behind waiter to Vic entering. 
12A MS Vic getting to bar. Establishing shot (from foosball 

table). 
12B MS Brian 
12C MS Vic 
12D MS-tracking Move with Brian who looks for wine. Maybe Dolly-

pan when Brian notices people laughing. End up 
with Brian in the foreground and Vic in the 
background. 

12E CU Brian looking at people making fun of Vic. 
12F MS Brian’s POV. People laughing. Michael’s table 
12G LS Brian’s POV. People laughing (pan or quick pans). 
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12H CU-LS Brian looking at Vic sitting alone in the bar. Brian 
in foreground, Vic in background. 

12I LS ots Pan following Michael walk across the bar. 
12J MS 2 shot Michael and Vic at the bar. 
12K MS on track Brian approaches with wine. Takes Michael away. 
12L CU Michael. 
12M LS Vic alone in bar. Time passing by around him. 
12N MS Brian serving drinks (looks up to see Michael and 

his crew taking money from the tip jar. 
12O LS Michael and Charlie take money from tip jar. 
12P MS Jimmy shaking his head. 
12Q LS Exterior shot of bar. Closing. 
12R LS Brian finishes his closing tasks, walks to the 

kitchen and talks to Jimmy. Comes out, wakes up 
Vic and leaves the bar.  

EXT. BAR/SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
13 LS Fro the corner of the building. Brian and Vic pass 

through frame. People in the background out of 
focus. 

INT. BRIAN’S HOUSE – NIGHT 
14 LS Brian enters the house. Pan to kitchen action. 
14A MCU Brian opens the refrigerator. Starts drinking. 
14B CU ots Taking gallon of water down to reveal picture of 

Brian and Vic. 
14C CU- low angle Brian looking at the picture. 
14D CU- ots Picture. 
14E LS pan to CU Brian gets out of the kitchen and walks to the 

living room. He turns on one light to reveal 
Michael seated in the sofa. 

14F MS ots Brian talking to Michael. 
14G MS ots Michael talking to Brian. 
14H CU tilt up Michael’s arm to Brian’s surprised face. 
14I CU Michael’s hand into “two fingers”, then into “grab”. 
14J CU Brian’s feet stepping back. 
14K CU Michael. 
14L CU Brian. 
14M ECU Michael 
14N ECU Brian. 
INT. BRIAN’S BEDROOM – DAY 
15 LS Brian’s house. Establishing shot. 
15A MS Brian picks up the phone. 
EXT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
16 LS Brian and Marcy looking at the wall, their backs to 
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the camera. 
16A CU- 2shot Marcy and Brian looking at wall, facing camera. 
16B CU Marcy. 
16C CU Brian. 
EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – DAY 
17 LS Establishing shot of the field. 
17A MS- 

steadycam 
Brian screams (cam goes with him after “hut!”). 
All remaining action with Brian until he gets 
tackled. 

17B LS Brian’s POV: No one is open. 
17C LS Brian’s POV: One guy is open. 
17D LS Defense getting closer. 
17E  Brian standing up prepares for huddle, sees Vic 

coming. 
17F LS Vic coming down to the field. All of his action 

before Brian comes to him. 
17G MCU Players kneeled down trash talking 

(Cheerleaders!) 
17H CU Brian ready for play to start. Hears the comments 

and waves to Vic with a forced smile. 
17I  Louis talking to the guys. 
17J  Brian screams and cam follows him. 
17K MS A player cutting behind Brian for a fake pass. They 

drop the ball. 
17L LS to CU- cam 

low on the 
ground. 

Ball on foreground. Brian dives to get it. Some 
players dive on top of him. 

17M  Brian stands up and walks through frame. Rack 
focus to ignored Vic. 

17N  Dolly across the players trash taking Brian (time 
to shine!). 

17O ECU Brian screams and cam follows him. 
17P  Defense coming. 
17Q  Some open players. 
17R  Interception 
17S LS ots Player running for touchdown on background, Vic 

on foreground with his back to the camera. 
17T MS Pan with Brian getting to Vic. 
17U MS Vic 
17V CU Brian 
17W CU Vic 
INT. MARCY’S HOUSE – DAY 
18 MS to LS Vic enters kitchen, opens fridge and sits on 
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counter. 
18A MS Vic, all action. 
18B LS to CU ots Marcy enters looking for stuff. All her action. 
18C CU Marcy takes away gallon. Insert 
18D CU Vic 
18E CU Marcy 
EXT. BRIAN’S CAR – DAY 
19 MS Brian driving. 
19A CU Caller ID: “VIC” 
EXT. BAR / SIDEWALK – NIGHT 
20 LS Bar. Establishing shot. 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
21 MS Vic enters the bar and walks towards the counter. 

Brian comes out of the kitchen. 
21A MS Vic tries to say something but Brian keeps 

walking. 
21B CU-LS Vic looking at Brian avoiding him. 
21C MS Vic walks to Brian. Brian turns his back and walks 

to the kitchen. 
21D MS Vic goes to Brian. Watches Brian walking away 

and follows him. 
INT/EXT. KITCHEN/BACKDOOR – NIGHT 
22 MS Brian and Vic walk through kitchen. 
22A LS to 3/4S Brian and Vic come out of the kitchen. All action. 
22B CU Vic. 
22C CU Brian. 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
23 MS Michael and Charlie sitting. Michael notices Vic 

coming out of the kitchen, he whispers into 
Charlie’s ear. 

23A LS Michael’s POV Vic comes out of the kitchen. 
23B MS- handheld Vic coming out of the bar. All action (discussion). 
23C MS- handheld Michael stands up to confront Vic. All action 

(discussion). Pan to crowd’s “oh!”. 
INT/EXT. KITCHEN/BACKDOOR – NIGHT 
24 LS Brian looks to see if there is anyone watching him. 
24A  Brian walks back to the kitchen and bumps into 

bartender. They pick stuff from the floor. Brian is 
about to leave when Jimmy asks for boxes. 

INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
25 LS Charlie recruiting troublemakers. 
INT. SMALL TOWN BAR – NIGHT 
28 CU Mug of beer delivered to Charlie. Pan to Brian 
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coming out with boxes. 
28A CU or MS Brian stands from under the bar, looks at the 

crowd and screams to Vic. 
28B LS POV of Brian. Pan across bar from crowd to 

Charlie. 
28C CU Mug in Charlie’s hand. 
28D CU Charlie’s hand throwing mug. 
28E CU Brian’s face (slow shutter). 
28F LS to MS 

Dolly-in 
POV of mug. Vic turning (maybe ducks here). 

28G CU Reaction shots (Michael, crowd). 
28H MS Vic ducks. 
28I CU Brian grabs mug. Pan quickly from disturbed Brian 

to mug. 
OPENING AND FINAL MUG SEQUENCE 
28J LS From arch. Dolly into the bar. Vic walking over to 

Michael after Charlie missed the hit. A lot of 
scuffling. 

28K CU Brian’s hand throwing mug. It goes down. 
28L MS to LS Brian throwing mug to camera. Track? 
28M CU Mug flying through bar. 
28N MS high angle People standing next to the bar. Mug cuts through 

frame. 
28O LS to MS Vic walking towards and shouting to Michael. 

People holding him. 
28P CU- handheld Scuffling and arguing. Michael and Vic. No faces. 
28Q MS- handheld Scuffling and arguing. Michael and Vic. 
28R LS POV of mug going to Charlie. 
28S CU Mug flying (wall background). 
28T CU Charlie’s head. 
28U CU Track away from Charlie’s head. 
28V CU Mug crosses frame and breaks outside frame. 
FIGHT 
28W LS Pan from Charlie falling to Michael and Vic. 
28X LS Vic punches Michael. 
28Y CU high angle From the top reaction of Michael. 
28Z MS to CU Head against the wall. Steadycam around subjects 

to end in close up of face. 
28AA MS low angle Brian jumping over the bar. 
28BB CU Brian fighting (after jumping over a guy). 
28CC MS Louis coming in the door. 
28DD LS steadycam Cam moving around brawl. 
28EE LS From arch. Dolly out of the bar. Brawl. 
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Floor Plans 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Marcy’s house
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Brian’s Living Room
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   Bar # 1
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Bar # 2
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Bar # 3 
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APPENDIX E 

THE MUG JOURNEY
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 Mug testing at home using strings   Studio green screen test #1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Green screen shot with preliminary 
   background.                                                    
Green screen test #2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Green screen shot with preliminary 
   tracking bar shot.                                             
 
 
 
 
 

The testing demonstrated that 
even though the movement was 
easy to capture, the liquid 
inside was impossible to re-
create this way. Animation work 
was then pursued.   
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    First attempt at re-creating beer                   Sketch given to the animator to 
    inside the mug.                                               illustrate the movement desired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Final animation attempt with liquid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Final animation shot for Wine & Beer. 

Animating liquid inside the mug 
was unsuccessful, since the 
final product was too 
distracting for the audience. A 
mug without liquid was re-
animated instead.   
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